Abstract.
Introduction
Let Yl an be an infinite series with partial sums sn. Let o^ and rfn denote the «th Cesaro mean of order 8 (8 > -1) of the sequences {s"} and {nan} respectively. The series J2a" is said to be summable (C, In the special case in which pn = Afx , r > -1 , where Arn is the coefficient of x" in the power series expansion of (1 -x)~r~x for \x\ < 1 , \N, p"\k summability reduces to |C,r|^ summability. The series ^an is said to be summable \N, pn\k , k > 1, if°° If Ylan is summable \C, l\k , then it is summable \N, pn\k , k > 1.
Theorem B. Let {p"} be a sequence of positive real constants such that it satisfies (1.2). If Ylan is summable \N, pn\k , then it is also summable \C, \\k.
We prove Wv-\ 1 Wn x evAtv_x +Pvq"-v-x-jL-Ae,A<V_i ^ -Pn-Xqo-n-e"At"-i = t";i +Tn,2 + r",3 + Tn,4 + T",5, Say.
In order to prove the theorem, by Minkowski's inequality it is sufficient to show (<=) follows from Corollary 1 by putting qn = 1 .
